
10 METHODS 
FOR MAKING 
MONEY ONLINE!

AWESOME WAYS TO MAKE LOW- 
MAINTENANCE INCOME!
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2. DIGITAL DOWNLOADS
Creating and selling digital downloads such as art printables, digital planners and

ecards can be an extrememly creative and fun way to make extra passive income

online. You can either use a market based platform such as Etsy to sell your

downloads or upload them an sell them on your personal blog or website.

3. DROP-SHIPPING
I think alot of people are nervous about drop-shipping as they think of it as a complex, BIG 

business kind of way to make money. However creating small shop online and selling drop- 

ship products to make passive income really is relatively easy to set-up and once you've 

got the ball rolling it enables you to create tons of beautiful 'physical' products to sell to 

customers without you having to manufacture or ship a thing.

Writing ebooks and selling them on both specific ebooks platforms such as

Amazon KDP and Smashwords and your own blog, is a great and super creative

way to make passive income online. If you enjoy writing or just think it would be

a fun thing to try then I truly encourage you to give it ago. It truly isn't hard and

can bring you in a good sum of income if you take the time to research and get it

right!

4. SELLING EBOOKS
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Selling ecourses online can be a rewarding and profitable way to bring in passive

income. You'll need to build a trusting following on either a blog or ecourse

platform such as Udemy and the initial work to create an ecourse can be time

consuming BUT once it's up and running and you create funnels to drive traffic to

it. It can be an extrememly lucrative way to make passive income online.  

1. SELLING ECOURSES

5. OFFERING ADVERTISING SPACE
Adding advertising space to a blog, website or any online platform you own can 

be a slightly controversial method of making passive income. If you can create a 

large enough audience and drive them to the advertsisment on your site using 

automated traffic funnels then it can be an extrememly lucrative method of 

making money however many people have mixed feeling about as the payout 

per click is usually minimal and it requires a constant influx of huge traffic 

which can make it less passive and less financially reliable as other methods of 

passive income.



8. PAID VIDEO PLATFORMS
There are a number of paid video platforms out there including (YouTube, Vimeo & 

Dailymotion e.c.t), that will pay you everytime either a person clicks an ad at the start of your 

video or in some cases simply pays per view. It's important to bare in mind that just like most 

forms of passive income it can take time to build enough views on your videos to both monetize 

them and get the ball rolling but once your visibility and views start to build you can step away 

from existing videos and let them earn income each month on their own.

If you can build a strong loyal following online (which trust me can be done) then

companies and individuals may ask to sponsor you in a multitude of ways to help

bring awareness to their brand or products. For example if you build an engaged

following on youtube or a blog or social media, then you can apply/be

approached for sponsorships whereby companies will pay to sponsor (e.g a video

or a blog post endorsing their product)  

9. SPONSORSHIPS

Much like sponsorships, joint venture partnerships involve a mutual exchange

between you and another company or individual however whilst a sponsorship

puts much more of the emphasis on the person with the big audience promoting

and driving sales, a joint venture partnership often involves both parties working

much more in-depth 'together' to entice customers to purchase the unique offer

or opportunity they're promoting. 

10. JOINT VENTURE PARTNERSHIPS
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Unlike the methods mentioned above, affiliate marketing doesn't involve you 

creating and selling your own products. Instead you promote (high quality) 

products you love to an audience that you build on your website or social media 

platforms. It can be incredibly lucrative but remember it takes time to build a 

loyal and trusting audience that's willing to buy based on your recommendation.

7. AFFILIATE MARKETING

Selling stock resources such as stock photography, graphics and video can be a 

fun way to create passive income through your hobbies such as photography 

and drawing, however the competition in this niche is strong and it may take a 

while to build up enough of a following and collection to help you stand out 

from your competition before you'll start making good money from this side 

hustle

6.SELLING STOCK RESOURCES


